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Arpa
Design: Ramón Esteve Estudio

Description
A three seat sofa that combines the stability of the outer orthogonal structure, with the comfort and softness of 
the inside cushion. The refined cords add elegance and delicacy to each element in the range, giving a 
sensation of lightness, as if the entire upholstering was floating, suspended by its structure.

Backrest and seat load bearing structure in stainless steel, 3/4” x 3/4” section, epoxy powder coated using 
specific treatment for outdoor use in the matt goffered finish, in white, corten, pewter, and black iron colors. The 
pewter and black iron paint finishes have a cloudy effect, a feature and peculiarity of this particular finish. The 
seat frame has elastic straps, specifically for outdoor use. The backrest frame is woven by hand using high 
tensile polyester cord, in mass pigmented color, able to guarantee high resistance to weather, abrasion, limited 
elongation, and color fastness. The seats are made with original, exclusive weaving.

The back and seat cushions are made of Dryfeel (draining polyurethane) of varied densities, wrapped in 
siliconed hollow fiber bound in polyester, that will not rot, does not cause suffocation, and is antibacterial, while 
the final cover is in 100% polyester Tecno Strong. This particular composition of the cushion gives the padding 
natural softness and elasticity, a long lifespan and great comfort. The upholstery fabric covers every part of the 
cushions, and is completely removable.

The Arpa collection is available in four different combinations (see Finishes & Materials on next page for details).
Made in Italy.

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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Finishes & Materials
Combinations:
A) Structure: Goffered matt white painted / Cord: Matt anthracite grey / Cover: Ramiro ecru fabric.
B) Structure: Goffered black iron painted / Cord: Matt anthracite grey / Cover: Ramiro titanium fabric.
C) Structure: Goffered matt pewter painted / Cord: Matt ecru grey / Cover: Ramiro pewter fabric.
D) Structure: Goffered matt corten painted / Cord: Matt ecru grey / Cover: Ramiro dark orange fabric.

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF

86”5/8W x 34”1/4D x 27”1/2H
Seat height: 18”1/8

Dimensions
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As an optional a protective rain cover in light gray color, specifically for outdoor products, waterproof, made of 
100% polyester, outside with acrylic coating, inside with acrylic resin coating, is available upon request. Its 
characteristics are emphasised by its fully fungicidal Teflon finish. Each rain cover comes with a closable slip 
cover, so that it can be folded and kept correctly when not in use.


